Fusion of infrared and visual images through region extraction by using multi scale center-surround top-hat transform.
Fusion of infrared and visual images is an important research area in image analysis. The purpose of infrared and visual image fusion is to combine the image information of the original images into the final fusion result. So, it is crucial to effectively extract the image information of the original images and reasonably combine them into the final fusion image. To achieve this purpose, an algorithm by using multi scale center-surround top-hat transform through region extraction is proposed in this paper. Firstly, multi scale center-surround top-hat transform is discussed and used to extract the multi scale bright and dim image regions of the original images. Secondly, the final extracted image regions for image fusion are constructed from the extracted multi scale bright and dim image regions. Finally, after a base image is calculated from the original images, the final extracted image regions are combined into the base image through a power strategy to form the final fusion result. Because the image information of the original images are well extracted and combined, the proposed algorithm is very effective for image fusion. Comparison experiments have been performed on different image sets, and the results verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.